
Примеры творческих заданий «The Magic World of the British Fairy Tales»

Мария С., 4 класс

Bilbo:
Brave
Intelligent
Lucky
Bright
Optimistic
Bilbo is a brave, optimistic, intelligent and bright hobbit who was lucky to have a life full of 
adventures.

София С., 7 класс

One by one sister and brother walking  calm. Brother wakes up everyone. Sister commands to 
sleep down (The day and the night)

Gandalf: Generous, Adventurous, Nice, Decisive, Ambitious, Loyal, Friendly. Gandalf is a very 
nice, friendly and adventurous person, a loyal, generous friend and a decisive and ambitious 
wizard.

Мальвина К., 4 класс

It keeps silence flying    
It keeps silence lying    
But can be very clearly heard   
When only it is dying     (Snow)

Юлия М., 7 класс

There was a green house. Inside the green house there was a white house. Inside the white house 
there was a red house. Inside the red house there were lots of babies. What is it? Wattermelon

Егор С., 7 класс

Rabbit  rushing, agitated, blunt, brave, intelligent, talkative  Rabbit is not brave and intelligent, 
he is agitated and blunt, always rushing somewhere and too much talkative

Анна З., 5 класс
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Frodo      fine, responsible, open-hearted, domestic, only   Frodo was very domestic but fine, and 
he was the only  person to do his task because of his responsible and open heart.

Степан К., 5 класс

Hobbit                                                                                                                                                
H-Hard-working                                                                                                                              
O-Obstinate                                                                                                                                        
B-Brave                                                                                                                                            
B-Bright                                                                                                                                             
I-Intelligent                                                                                                                                      
T-Truthful                                                                                                                                   
Hobbit is not only intelligent, brave and truthfull, but also hard-working, bright and obstinate 
character.     
      

Илнара И., 5 класс

Wendy:

Worrying
Energetic
Nice
Dramatic
Young
Wendy is a nice, energetic and a bit dramatic young lady, always worrying about people.      

     

Екатерина Г., 4 класс

Peter:                                                     
Proud
Emotional 
Talkative
Easy-going
Restless
Peter is not only a proud, easy-going and emotional, but also talkative and restless boy.     

     

Дарья  Г., 5 класс

Peter,                                                                                                                                                  
Patient                                                                                                                                   
Enegetic                                                                                                                                 
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Tolerant                                                                                                                                           
Educated                                                                                                                                      
Romantic                                                                                                                                            
Peter Pan is not Only Patient, enegetic and romantic, but also tolerant and educated boy

Татьяна К., 4 класс

P- pleasant                                                                                                                                        
E- easy                                                                                                                                                
T- talkative                                                                                                                                         
E- excellent                                                                                                                                      
R- responsible                                                                                                                                 
Peter Pan is not only easy, responsible and pleasant boy, but also talkative and excellent friend.

Виктория  Г., 4 класс

Wendy:
Wonderful
Educated
Nice
Daring
Young
Wendy was not only a wonderful, educated and nice, but also daring young girl.

Дмитрий  Г., 4 класс

It can go up, it can go down, it can go down, it can go round, can be with cars, can be with grass,
can be with us and and we can pass. (road)

        

Александр С., 6 класс

 It doesn't have a beginning and an end, it runs around the world without legs. Everybody sees it 
but nobody can touch it. (Equator)

Ирина К., 6 класс

You can hear it, but you can not touch it. You can dance and sing it. It can be slowly and very 
fast. What is this? (Music)
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Екатерина Т., 7 класс

Do you want to watch a trick? Snow on a stick! I ate it… I ate snow! Suddenly it is a pity… 
Where is my stick ? Where is snow?  Now I am very sick! (Ice cream)

 

Павел  Р., 7 класс

Brave
Inventive
Loyal
Big-hearted
Orc-fighter
Bilbo is a brave, inventive orc-fighter and a loyal, big-hearted friend.

Анна  Г., 4 класс
It is magic.
It is not. 
The Sun has it
And the bird.
It can ruin the world,
But the Hobbit can save all.
(the ring)

Ольга  Б., 6 класс

Baloo: 
Brave 
Attractive
lazy
Old
Oval
The old brave bear Baloo was rather lazy but there were a lot of clever advices in his oval head 
for little cubs, who loved their attractive and severe teacher

Милена Н., 4 класс
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There are two different nations in this country, They are fighting for thousands years like dark 
and light, bravery and wisely.  (Chess)
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